
Leave all the thinking to us! You will be picked up from Rio de Janeiro. You will
also be accompanied by an English Speaking Guide. 

Private transfer to Arena Copacabana with Superior Limited View offers best
locations, just a few steps from Copacabaa beach.

Rio de Janeiro | 02 Dec 2024
Private Transfer | Rio Airport to Hotel | Driver and Guide

Rio de Janeiro | 03 Dec 2024
Small Group Cook in Rio Tour with Lunch 

Discover the mysteries of Brazilian cuisine in a cooking
class. Classes feature ingredients that are readily available
in the United States and Europe so that travelers will be able
to recreate the recipes they learned back at home. You will
learn how the Indian, African and Portuguese people
influenced Brazilian culinary culture and learn to cook one of
our typical dishes. 

Shared Samba Soul Experience with Private Transfers 
No other festivity is more Brazilian than the
Carnival and there is nothing more authentic
than the samba schools. Although the famous
Carnival Parade happens once a year, the
ongoing work on the backstage happens every
day. You will go to the Cidade do Samba and
visit the Academicos da Grande Rio warehouse
and contemplate their costumes, allegories and
curiosities. A guide will lead you 
through a tour where the Carnival Spirit will get
inside of you. Learn about the history of Samba
and Carnival Parade. And after seeing so many
carnival costumes, why not try them? 

Rio de Janeiro | 02 Dec 2024
Private Transfer - Rio Hotel to Rio Airport - Driver and Guide

Rio de Janeiro | 03 Dec 2024
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Rio Hotel to Rio Airport | Driver and Guide | 05 Dec 2024|
Private Transfer to Salvador de Bahia | Fera Palace Hotel

Leave all the thinking to us! You will be picked up from your hotel in Rio.  Relax stress
free in our comfortable vehicle as your drive takes you directly to Rio de Janeiro Airport
(GIG). You will also be accompanied by an English Speaking Guide

Salvador de Bahia - Fera Palace Hotel | Superior
A landmark hotel in Bahia, Fera Palace Hotel was built in 1934.  It is easily recognizable,
because of its triangular structure. inherited from the Flatiron building in New York, and is
located in the historical center of Salvador.  The property has been completely renovated
and features original elements combined with modern amenities.  There is a stylish
atmosphere throughout the reception area, the lounge, as well as the interior, all inspired
by Art Deco. Plush beds, beautiful woodwork on the headboards, armoires, and furniture
adorn the stylish rooms

Private Corcovado and Sugar Loaf with BBQ | 04 Dec 2024

After a scenic drive along the Rodrigo de Freitas Lagoon you
board a train to be transported to the top of the hill. You will get
to see the Statue of Christ the Redeemer. After a stop, you
continue on to Sugar Loaf Mountain. After experiencing
wondreful and breathtaking views, you return back to your hotel.
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Rio de Janeiro | 04 Dec 2024 
Private Corcovado and Sugar Loaf without Lunch



Private Praia do Forte Tour | 06 Dec 2024 

Travel the scenic Coconut Highway to a fishing village that is
home to some of the best beaches in Bahia.  On arrival at
Praia do Forte we stroll through the village that is home to
some of the best beaches in Bahia. On arrival at Praia do
Forte we stroll through the village and will have the
opportunity to visit the headquarters of the TAMAR Project,
the national sea turtle preservation project and one of
Brazil’s most successful ecological programs. The vistors’
center provides a unique up-close view of these majestic
animals.  We then retrace our tracks a little and drive south
to Guarajuba Beach where we have to time to relax on the
beach, swim in the calm warm waters of the South Atlantic
Ocean.
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Salvador da Bahia | 07 Dec 2024  
Private Percussion Workshop

Art and Culture Tour Type: Car/Bus Tour 
Bahia is without doubt the percussive heart of Brazil. It is filled with a myriad of
African influenced beats and rhythms that have attracted many international
musicians to these shores, including Paul Simon, Michael Jackson, and Wayne
Shorter. 

Salvador da Bahia | 08 Dec 2024 
Salvador Airport

Leave all the thinking to us! You will be picked up from your
hotel in Salvador. Relax stress-free in our comfortable vehicle
as your English Speaking Driver takes you directly to Salvador
Airport.



9 December 2024
Private Brazil Falls Tour with Macuco Safari from Brazil Hotels

En route to the falls, we will drive through the lush, subtropical
vegetation of the park. After arrival, we will take a descending trail
of the canyon, from where we can enjoy panoramic views of more
than 240 falls. We will embark in open jeep towed wagons to
Macuco Falls, perfect for a refreshing dip on days of intense heat.
The last stop is the Macuco Safari dock on the Brazilian side of the
Iguassu Rier. The boat travels up river, passing the canyon, facing
the rapids, at a speed permitting the appreciation of the scenery.
Rocks, animals and a spectacular green landscape compelte the
scenery until we reach the great horseshoe known as Devil’s Throat.
To top the tour off, the pilot will give everyone a splash by
navigating through the spray on one of the falls!

10 December 2024
Private Transfer - Brazilian Hotel to Brazil Airport 

LEAVE ALL THE THINKING TO US!  You will be picked up from you hotel on the
Brazilian side of Iguassu.  Relax stress free in our comfortable vehicle as your
English Speaking Driver takes you to the Brazlian Airport at Iguassu.
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Manaus-Amazon | 10 Dec 2024 
Amazon Ecopark Lodge - Superior

Located in the mist of the lush jungle, just an hour from the Manaus International Airport by
a combination of a short drive and a boat ride, the Amazon Ecopark Lodge is set on the
banks of the Taruma River, a tributary of the Rio Negro. The rustic lodge consists of 70
rooms featuring AC ranging from Traditional, Superior and Superior Plus. The rooms,
decorated with a local flair, are scatter around paths that wind through trees and plants. the
Traditional rooms are in wooden bungalows, while the Superior Plus category are spacious,
feature larger beds, and are modern. Every morning, there is a guided jungle walk where
guests can see sloths, monkeys, colorful birds, and other creatures. Meals are served
buffet style at the open-air restaurant, serving regional Brazilian cuisine and international
dishes.  The lodge offers packages with a number of excursions based on the length of the
stay.  Additional activities include fishing, swimming with the dolphins, and hiking through
the jungle.
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Amazon/Manaus | 11 Dec 2024
Full-Day Meeting of the Waters and Included
Excursions

Departs ECOPAR at 8:30AM on board a regional double
deck boat. The boat goes down the Negro River,
navigating along the shore of the City of Manaus,
allowing passengers to view the Amazonas Theater,
the Port of Manaus, the Customs and the interest
aspects of the local life houses built on stilts. Arrival at
The Meeting of the Waters by 11:30AM



Manaus-Sao Paulo | 12 Dec 2024
Private Transfer 
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Sao Paulo | 13-14
Travel back home

Nannette | 510.650.2300
Installments Available through October 1, 2024 | Deposit Due of $1,000 by March 20, 2024

Includes Daily breakfast, Inter Brazil air and land travel with Activities and Tours!
Visa Required | Airfare to Brazil and Travel Insurance Not Included 

 DanceoftheAncestors will provide travel assistance
DanceoftheAncestors.com

Single Occupancy: $9,900 Double Occupancy: $7,900


